Date of Application: _______/______/_______
  Day     Month     Year

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED (Checklist)

☐ 1. High School Transcript of Grades.
   (Current PMU students applying for financial aid for the first time can submit only
   PMU transcript of grades)

☐ 2. Employment Records. (optional)
   Recent Employment Certificate(s) for job(s) held by each earning member of the
   family clearly stating occupation, job title, years of service, and benefits (e.g.
   educational benefits, accommodation, etc.).

☐ 3. Recent certificate showing annual tuition fees and receipt of fees for each
   dependent child enrolled at school or university.

☐ 4. Family Civil Status Record (issues within the previous 3 months)

☐ 5. Any additional document that would support the application for financial aid (e.g.
   medical reports and recent medical/hospital bills, certificate of job termination or
   end of service, etc...)

☐ 6. PMU acceptance notice including ID number.